
Conserved BGC structure is variable in dif. GCFs. Ranging from two core genes to more 
“traditional” gene clusters

We reveal kingdom-wide genomic 
patterns in a new class of fungal 
natural product that have been shown 
to influence fungal ecology and 
pathogenicity.
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What are secondary metabolites: Fungal 
secondary metabolites (SMs) are major sources of 
antimicrobial and therapeutic compounds. In 
contrary to primary metabolites with are essential for 
proper growth, SMs provide important fitness 
adaptations tailored to the niche of an organism.

The genes involved in fungal SM synthesis are unique arranged 
in a contiguous cluster. 
Keller, N. P. Nat. Rev. Microbiol. 17, 167–180 (2019)

Isocyanide SMs: Isocyanides are highly bioactive 
molecules capable of interacting with metals or 
enabling multicomponent reactions. While numerous 
bioactive isocyanide metabolites have been 
extracted from bacteria and fungi, the genes 
responsible for their synthesis were largely unknown 
prior to our laboratory publishing the first examples 
of isocyanide synthase (ICS) containing BGCs in the 
fungus A. fumigatus.

METHODS
1. Computation pipeline creates crude ICS-

BGC predictions (ask me if you’re curious 
about the details!)

2. Group BGCS by seq. similarity and protein 
domains with network analysis

3. Uncover highly conserved domains/genes
to confirm predictions

4. Match this against phylogenies to gain 
insight on specific BGC expansion events

Isocyanide molecules (left) are 
strongly reactive molecules due 
to the highly exothermic 
reaction of making the carbon 
tetravalent

Evidence of gene 
duplications, and 
horizontal gene 
transfers

Numerous gene cluster families with
phylogenetically diverse species

Conserved BGC structure is variable 
among GCFs. Ranging from two core 
genes to more canonical gene clusters

Certain protein domains are more likely to 
be found near an ICS containing gene
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